PASSAGEM
RED WINE RESERVE 2014

THE IDEA
Quinta de Bandeiras is a 100 hectare property located on the River Douro
near Pocinho right opposite the famous Vale Meão. Until Vale Meão
became well known in its own right, its grapes went into producing Barca
Velha, the Vega Sicilia of Portugal. So Bandeiras’s location couldn’t
have been more perfect.
Bought by the Bergqvist family (Quinta de la Rosa), the wine is called
PASSAGEM and is a joint venture between Jorge Moreira (wine maker) and
the Bergqvists.
GRAPE VARIETIES
70% Touriga Nacional, 25% Touriga Franca, 5% Sousão.
TASTING NOTES
It is very interesting to compare the two different terroirs and regions of
the Douro. The wines from la Rosa have a greater minerality whilst the
Douro Superior produces fruitier, aromatic, more expressive wines. Jorge
successfully manages to keep the freshness and balance in these.
Red fruits and violets (typical of Touriga Franca) dominate the aromas of
this wine. As the wine comes from the Douro Superior, the grapes were
picked before the rains, so Passagem 2014 is a wine with complete
ripeness, rich, intense and structured. The wine is full bodied and full of
flavour but without any excessive heaviness with tannins in evidence giving
it good grip and longevity.
PRODUCTION NOTES
The vineyard stood up surprisingly well to a challenging year. The
flowering was late and then the Douro suffered from caterpillar
attacks and oidium. The caterpillar digs deep into the newly formed grape
and forms its chrysalis. This mainly affected Touriga Franca. The summer
seemed to be marginally cooler and wetter than normal with numerous
thunderstorms but the meteorological data shows otherwise and we
seemed to have had a pretty normal, hot summer.
By mid August we were looking at a two week delay in starting the vintage
at La Rosa. But a few days of intense heat brought the grapes on with a
great spurt and suddenly some were ripe. We managed to pick all the
grapes from Quinta de Bandeiras before it rained.
QUALITY & ENVIRONMENT
We practice a sustainable agricultural regime being part of ADVID &
SATIVA. We don’t use genetically modified organisms nor do we use animal
products so vegetarians can drink our wines. We recycle where possible
and are HACCP & BRC rated.

5 - 10 years
17,600 litres

MATURATION AND BOTTLING
The wine was matured in Allier French oak casks, mainly Francois Freres,
Taransaud and Seguin Moreau, for 18 months before being bottled in July
2016.

14.4 %
5,4 g/ dm3
0,8 g/ dm3
3,6
78 mg/ dm3
0,9 g/ dm3

